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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has multi-location voice network. They are
introducing Session Manager to make their routing centralized.
They have Avaya Communication Manager at their main location.
For the SIP telephone on Session Manager to call the H.323
telephones on communication Manager, which adaption module may
be used in their configuration?
A. NumberAdaptation
B. ChangeDomain
C. DigitConversionAdapter
D. DefaultAdapter
E. DomainChangeAdapter
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. discover, image, config, run
B. discover join, image, config, run
C. discover, DTLS setup, join, image, config, run
D. discover, image. DTLS setup, join, config, run
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a project manager for PassGuide Inc. You are using
the three point estimate to calculate the estimated activity
durations for your project. If you have an optimistic estimate
of 10 days, a pessimistic estimate of 19 days, and a most
likely estimate of 13, which of the following is the expected
activity duration for your project?
A. 16.5
B. 0
C. 1
D. 17.5
Answer: A
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